
Date: 1/2/2004 07:34:11 -0500 
From: "Ashish Sirohi" <as@infiniteseriestheorem.org> 
Reply-to: as@infiniteseriestheorem.org 
To: [Various] 
Subject: Robert Pollack: One of Many shameful secrets of CU! 
 
To: Biological Sciences people, CSSR Staff, a few of the faculty active  
in Columbia-250 
 
Your colleague, Professor of Biological Sciences Robert Pollack, with  
website http://www.columbia.edu/cu/biology/faculty-data/robert- 
pollack/faculty.html, has the notorious distinction of having been  
secretly fired from his position of Dean of Columbia College for deceit  
and other wrongdoings. This is just one of many skeletons in the  
closets of the corrupt administration of Columbia! 
 
If anyone in the Columbia administration denies this, please email me  
the name of that person. If they further say anything more regarding  
the matter or me, please forward that too because they lie about me (as  
about everything else) all the time. Pollack got the Hamilton medal,  
see his above website, only because then President Michael Sovern,  
Master of Cover-ups, and his administration buddies decided that  
telling the alumni the truth would hurt fund-raising. So they let the  
alumni pick the lowly being called Robert Pollack for the Hamilton  
medal, Pollack’s true character and his dismissal for misbehavior being  
known only to Sovern and his gang.  
 
Robert Pollack specializes in oppressing and harassing foreigners at  
Columbia University, he believes in totalitarian exploitation of those  
who are vulnerable! The number of lies that had to be told and the  
amount of documents that needed to be destroyed because of Robert  
Pollack’s evildoings is mind-boggling! 
 
The question arises: why would a University that claims to be something  
of an International University continue to employ someone like Pollack? 
 
Regards, 
 
Ashish Sirohi   
(Email: as@infiniteseriestheorem.org or as7y@yahoo.com) 
 
CC:     President Lee Bollinger, bollinger@columbia.edu 
    Former President Michael Sovern, msovern@law.columbia.edu 
     
P.S. Feel free to contact these two gentlemen and ask why Pollack was  
fired (or forced to resign, to be exact). The answer will anyway be  
available to you soon on my upcoming website. 
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